Tuebora Governance

Self-Driven Identity and Access Visibility

Overview

Managing information access in today’s dynamic business environment is not an easy task. Complex hybrid
environments of cloud and on-premise applications, far-ﬂung supply chain partners, and the internet of things are
now common pieces of your business. Granting access to key applications and the data they contain inside and
outside the walls of your business-is a full-time job for key employees. These employees have the huge
responsibility of remembering and understanding the relationships between identities, systems, and applications.
Data access needs to be constrained within the boundaries of time, circumstance, identity, and policy. With
hundreds of joiner-mover-leaver actions occurring every day, ﬁnding eﬃciencies while remaining secure often gets
lower priority than simply getting people and machines the access they need while staying in compliance with
regulatory and corporate policies. Even if there is broad visibility into IAM activities, the hierarchical relationships
between an ever-growing number of applications and identities can be too complex to comprehend.

Tuebora Governance

Tuebora’s Governance Solution employs machine learning to monitor identity as well as access provisioning and
usage behaviors to ﬁnd provisioning eﬃciencies and security issues. This takes place while your team continues to
work inside your current identity and access management processes. An appropriate analogy would be a car that
performs continuous diagnostics, monitors your driving habits and environment, and alerts you to eﬃciencies that
would help you get to your destination faster in the most eﬃcient manner, with the least amount of risk.

Tuebora Governance Micro Services

Tuebora Governance monitors all access
changes and also limits the opportunity for
rogue activity. Additionally, it notiﬁes you of
important access changes as soon as they
occur. The service is deployed as a collection
of micro services that can be turned on or oﬀ
depending on circumstance and the desired
level of automation. They are:
• Tuebora Provisioning service:
Oﬀers an eﬃcient, eﬀective way to manage
access for Joiners, Movers and Leavers
through automated provisioning rules based
on provisioning behaviors for on-premise and
cloud applications.
• Tuebora Certiﬁcation Service:
Facilitates scheduled certiﬁcation of access.
Organizations can determine who will certify,
how often they will certify, and what they will
certify based on their needs. Rich dashboards
provide a user-speciﬁc summary of all
certiﬁcation activities organized by
certiﬁcation initiatives planned by the
organization.
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Figure 1 - Certiﬁcation Policy Report
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• Tuebora Request Workﬂow: a service that allows individuals to seek access from assets conﬁgured with an
Access Approval Process.
• Tuebora Controls Service: controls management with out-of-the-box deﬁnitions for all types of controls,
including SOD, plain access controls, controls governing group membership, and location-based controls.

Figure 2 - Email Alerts for Access Requests with Approve/Reject actions within email

Summary

Tuebora Governance empowers enterprises to take complete control of all aspects of their identity access
management deployment with machine learning and analytics to realize the following beneﬁts:
• Holistic IAM solution that learns, adapts, and captures employee eﬃciencies and identify risk.
• Rapid deployment featuring dozens of pre-built access events and actions.
• Scales with your business from under one hundred to hundreds of thousands of users.
• Micro-services based architecture allowing you to select and customize functions.
• Interoperates with your existing IAM tools and business applications.
• Supports hybrid cloud and on-premise business environments.
Tuebora beneﬁts the CIO through provisioning eﬃciencies, the CSO by reducing the access attack surface, and the
CEO by increasing employee productivity.
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